
2022-23 Show Hair
Bun Hawk



MATERIALS NEEDED
- Hair Brush
- Hair Comb

- Hair Gel
- Hair Spray

- Bobby Pins (a LOT)
- Small Rubber Bands (should match your hair 

color as close as possible)
- Another Person 



It is a little difficult to create a picture process to the 
show hair, so just follow the Youtube video in the next slide!! 
It isn’t impossible to do this on your own, but you will most 
likely need another person to complete the hair look. If you 
find any complications doing this, let me or Celeste know, 
so we can fix them as we go along. Do not skip out on hair 
gel AND hairspray. We need to minimize the amount of 
flyaways as much as possible. Bobby pins are also your 
best friend. With the amount of movement we do in our 
show, your hair is bound to fall apart. With the combination 
of a MASS amount of bobby pins & hair gel/hairspray, our 
hair will last throughout our performances. We will also be 
making one small adjustment that differs from the video!



PULLING OUT HAIRS
When doing the hawk bun, we will be 

leaving out two strands of hair right in 
front of ear. This shouldn’t be too thick 
to the point where it gets in the way. 

These strands are NOT the two 
strands that come from the front of 
your scalp/forehead. This will get in 
your face while performing and will 

most likely end up tucked behind your 
ears. Pulling out the strands by your 

ears will not get in your face and looks 
cute!! Apply gel to the root of these to 

strands and even bobby pins if 
needed to keep it in place.

*should look like this on 
both sides!!



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvvpNSaYGSs

THE HAIR 
TUTORIAL
Don’t forget to 

leave out the two 
side strands!!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvvpNSaYGSs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvvpNSaYGSs


Then, you are done!
Finish by gelling, hairspraying, and pinning back 
ANY flyaways. Make sure your hair is secure and 
not at risk of falling out at all. I’d always say to 
overdo it with gel, hairspray, and pins, because 
you never know what will happen to your hair 

during warmups/performance.


